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Should companies reduce income inequality?

**Yes:** Georges Enderle, Professor Emeritus of International Business Ethics, University of Notre Dame


**No:** Rajshree Agarwal, Rudolph Lamone Chair of Strategy & Entrepreneurship, University of Maryland


**It depends:** Amitava Dutt, Professor of Economics & Political Science, University of Notre Dame


**In Practice:** John Allison, Retired Chairman & CEO, BB&T Corporation

These articles, provided by the speakers, underpin their arguments. Please explore the articles in advance of the seminar. The hyperlinks may be inaccessible to some. One day, academic articles may be freely available, but for now, many are held hostage behind paywalls. Please contact the authors directly for any articles you cannot access; typically, authors are very happy to share their work and appreciate the interest. Or pay the ransom to the publishers.